Like 'complexity', 'clarity' is a vague and empty signifier, neither a neutral term without aesthetic implications, nor necessarily tied to a specific aesthetic.
The valorisation of 'clarity' is not limited to music of the Faber group, nor uniformly applied within it. A cursory look at examples of some relatively recent British orchestral works reveals that a category of 'clarity' can apply to synthetic modalities and more atonal harmonic contexts in addition to neotonal approaches, extending across music with different aesthetic intentions. conditions. James Macmillan is another successful (in terms of orchestral commissions) non-Faber composer, whose output appears to valorize 'clarity'.
His often eclectic, poly-stylistic approaches can include diatonic modalities and 'So, James Dillon believes the RSNO was "dismissive" of his Via Sacra and 51 should not be so easily dismissed, given that Adornian conceptions of material appear to be echoed in the complexity-clarity binary. There has been an interesting recent counter-tendency to reconnect digital music with visual-gestural aspects of live performance, either using physical controllers or sensors with real-time synthesis software to render 'virtual' digital instruments analogous to 'traditional' acoustic instruments, or, through 'Live coding', where music programming is projected visually during the 'performance'. 67 The necessity for the perception of human interaction with a physical object to define sonic origins can be seen as symptomatic of an 'aesthetic of transparency' in the live electronic musical domain, which, for
Bergeron and Lopes, would make the musical experience more 'expressive'.
This provides a clue to why there may be an issue for some with a quasi- However, the assumption that this should be the goal of listening is questionable: it is a goal of listening, but should not be assumed to apply to music with different aesthetic aims, such as those associated with 'complexity'.
Bergeron and Lopes's theory does not appear to take account of music, whether acoustic, electronic, or both, where the sounds are deliberately alienated from their sources as part of the aesthetic intention, but is one possible avenue of enquiry.
Psychoacoustics tells us that there is a limit to the number of simultaneous musical elements that can be perceived separately and the perceptual segmentation of music into smaller units has its limits. 68 Once speed, pitch proximity, density, and multiple directionality reach a certain threshold, they that the music is 'unheard' by the composer and thus 'over-complex' so that the 'message' is lost, contributing to the negative valorization of 'complexity'.
The idea of a one-to-one mapping between score, performance and reception is challenged by semiotic analysis, which critiques the idea of notation-asrepresentation, associated with the aesthetics of (orchestral) clarity. In conclusion, we have seen how the complexity-clarity binary certainly underpins the ideas of Benjamin and works of Adès discussed in this article.
We have also observed how the complexity-clarity dialectic is to an extent informed by conceptions of material originating from electronic and electroacoustic music, such as the ambiguities of sonic origin and the 'deindividualization' of material. Such ideas can become problematic for the perception of 'clarity', according to aesthetic expectations associated with neoclassicism, when they enter the orchestral domain, as is case in some of the orchestral works of Dillon and Ferneyhough. The symptomatic valorization of 'clarity' over its binary 'other' of 'complexity' risks over-generalizing value judgements associated with particular aesthetic decisions, rather than acknowledging the validity of different aesthetic intentions, such as those associated with 'complexism'. It is also interesting to note how 'spectralism' (which is included in Mahnkopf's conception of 'complex music') has to an extent been recuperated into contemporary British orchestral music because of its ideological emphasis on the perception of sound. Such symptoms may well be evidence of a larger cultural tendency in British contemporary orchestral music, which implicitly priviledges more neoclassical conceptions of material, form and approaches to orchestration over those associated with 'complexism', but a larger study would be needed to substantiate such a claim. Although the historical tendency towards the negative reception of 'complex music' in Britain might have waned to an extent in recent years, many examples of
